
MANITOWOC COUNTY KENNEL CLUB PRESENTS: 

FOR FUN’S SAKE: 
Tricks for the Pet or Performance Dog  
     Registration 
     Date:  Tuesday, August 13, 2019  
     Registration:  6:00-6:30pm  |  Orientation to follow:  6:30-7:15pm 
     Place:  40 Albert Drive - Manitowoc, WI 54220 
     Please bring: Vaccination Records (Rabies & Distemper) 
       Negative Stool Record, and  
       $70 (cash or check) for non-members 
       No dogs for registration or orientation please 

Class Details 
Thursdays 8:30-9:15am starting on August 22, 2019 
Instructor: Megan Walsh 

This class teaches tricks and skills that will build your bond with your pet, as well as 
set your future rally, obedience, or agility dog up for success. We will introduce 
shaping with a clicker for several tricks listed.  This class is suitable for dogs who 
have successfully completed obedience through Adult Obedience II, or by 
instructor's approval.  Your dog should be food motivated and be able to work in a 
group setting without bothering other dogs. 

Topics to be covered: Pivot in a disc (circus dog!), back up, going around a cone, 
jumping, beginning scent discrimination, sending to a target, beginning retrieve 
(oops! I dropped my sock, can you get that?), front and finish, and additional tricks 
as they arise. 

Some simple props will be needed:  
 1  A “place” board- wide/long enough for your dog to sit on it (This can be 

the colored kid foam squares cut to fit or any homemade object with wood/
carpet.  Samples can be sent to those who sign up for class.) 

 2 Phone book/upside down non slip bowl  (The black rubber feed bowls from 
Fleet Farm work excellent!) 

 3 Cones/jumps (These will be supplied to use IN CLASS ONLY at MCKC, but 
you will want to buy or make something to use at home.  Jumps can be two laundry baskets with a pole 
between.  You can purchase cones at amazon or even use something like a clean/new toilet plunger!)

  For more information, visit our website or contact Myron Genrich:  myrongenrich@tds.net or (920) 629-5604


